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Editor’s Note: [Our beloved resident Swamiji, Swami Dheerananda is continuing his 
weekly classes on Vivekachoodamani. Please find below an excerpt from his class on 
verse 20].

 

 

 

Meaning: A firm conviction of the intellect that Brahman 
alone is Real and that the phenomenal world is unreal is 
known as discrimination between the Real and the unreal. 

Brahman alone is Satyam (Real). The world is Mithya (an 
appearance). Any illusion or appearance is only possible 
on a real substratum. The appearance or illusion of the 
snake is only possible on the substratum of the real rope. 
Similarly, the world (Jagat) is a superimposition on 
Brahman. The world is not Brahman. The snake is not the 
rope. Appearance consists of the name and form. If you 
remove the name and form, then that which remains is 
the essence (Brahman). For example, if you remove the 
name and form from a gold nose ring or earring, then the 
gold remains. One is conscious of the body or the mind 
but when one removes the body or the mind, then pure 
consciousness remains.  

If the earring is melted and made into a nose ring, then 
the earring is longer there. It has become the nose ring. 
Only a person who can recognize the same underlying 
gold in the earring and in the nose ring can recognize the 
oneness beyond the name and form. The substratum is 
same in all and when I realize that substratum as the same 
in all names and forms, it is a sign of Viveka. Gold is seen 
in all ornaments; similarly, consciousness is seen as the 
body, mind and intellect. One should develop the ability 
to see through the trellis of names and forms to see the 
underlying substratum.  

A firm conviction that Brahman alone is real and that 
Jagat is merely an appearance is the true application of 
Viveka. The etymology of the word Jagat itself indicates 
that it is impermanent. Ja – stands for Jaayate or that 
which is born. Ga – stands for Gacchati or that which is 
going. The ending sound of the half “Tha” indicates that 
the world appears to be staying or Thisthati. Anything that 
comes and goes cannot be Real. Illusion is defined as that 
which does not exist at the beginning or at the end (Aadou 
Ante Cha Yat Naasti). A good example is a dream which 
does not exist before we go to sleep or after we wake up. 
It appears to exist in the interim. If we introspect, that this 
limited “I” thought identified with our body, mind, 
intellect was not there 100 years ago (identified with 
same B,M,I) and will not be there 100 years from now. It 
only appears to exist in the interim. Therefore, this ego or 
identification with the “I” Thought is an illusion.  

It is important to distinguish that the eternal I (true nature 
of Self) is Real and the “I” thought (consisting of Perceiver, 
Feeler and Thinker) and other thoughts (consisting of 
Objects, Emotions and Thoughts) are superimposed on 
the I thought. This firm conviction and discrimination 
between Brahman and Jagat is considered as Viveka 
(Nitya Anitya Vastu Viveka). The ultimate fulfilment of 
Viveka is in developing Vairagyaa. Otherwise, it indicates 
that Viveka needs to evolve further.  

In the next verse, Acharya will further explain the concept 
of Vairagyaa which is the second essential qualification 
for a student of spirituality.   

 

Foreword: Swamiji’s Message  
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Upcoming Events 

• June 4th: Yoga Symposium at Chinmayam at 1 p.m.  

• June 10th: CMWRC Fundraiser Karaoke night from 8 

p.m. to 10:30 p.m. at Chinmayam, Silver Spring.  

• April 16th : Sri Rama Navami and Hanuman Jayanti 

celebrations at Chinmaya Somnath from 4 to 5:30 

p.m. Cultural program along with Puja, dance and 

Bhajans.  

• July 18th – Aug 12th: Summer camp at Chinmayam, 

MD. Theme is Veera Hanuman and the camp is in-

person for rising 1st to rising 8th graders.  

• June 20th – July 15th : Summer camp at Chinmaya 

Somnath, Virginia.   

• June 20th – July 1st : Summer camp at Frederick, MD. 

• July 8th – 10th : SANGA- gather, give and grow. – an in-

person retreat at Chinmayam, MD with Vivekji. 

• July 18th – July 22nd: Youth Camp – Learning to be 

Natural with Vivekji at Chinmaya Somnath, Virginia. 

• July 29 – Aug 3: 29th Mahasamadhi Aradhana camp 

with discourses by Pujya Guruji Swami 

Tejomayananda and Mukhya Swami Swaroopananda.  

 

 
Study Groups  

• Please contact Sri Sangamesh Konaraddi by email at sang.kona@gmail.com, if you are interested in learning more about 
study groups. 

Bookstore/Library 
• Browse Books, CDs, DVDs, etc. online at www.chinmayapublications.com  Contact Sevak to order (Vijay Singh at 

Chinmayam, Subbarao Kari at Chinmaya Somnath and Bijay Dash at Frederick) 

Next Edition of Chinmaya Smrithi 
• Articles for the next regular bi-monthly edition – July 2022, are due by July 15, 2022 
• Email submissions to smrithi-editor@chinmayadc.org.  
• Browse Past editions at www.chinmayadc.org/Smrithi/Smrithi.htm 

 
Useful Links:   

Central Chinmaya Mission Trust www.chinmayamission.com 

Chinmaya Mission West www.chinmayamission.org 

Chinmaya International Foundation, E-Vedanta Courses www.chinfo.org 

Chinmayam Chapter – Silver Spring MD website http://chinmayam.chinmayadc.org/chinmayam-chapter/ 

Chinmaya Somnath Chapter – Chantilly VA website www.chinmayasomnath.org  

Chinmaya Frederick Chapter –Urbana MD website http://www.frederick.cmwrc.org/ 

Chinmaya Richmond Chapter – Richmond VA website www.chinmayarichmond.org 

CMWRC – Washington Regional Center www.chinmayadc.org 

Please Note 

The opinions expressed here are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official views of 
Chinmaya Mission or CMWRC 

Editorial Staff: (smrithi-editor@chinmayadc.org) 
Editor: K.A. Lakshmanan 
Advisers: Vilasini Balakrishnan, Pujya Swami Dheeranandaji. Sitaram Kowtha 

BV students – Please contact the editorial staff if interested to volunteer. 
Please contact us if you are interested in joining the editorial staff! 

Calendar and Upcoming Events 
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Gurudev Jayanthi  

Pujya Gurudev’s birthday was celebrated by the entire 
CMWRC family. This year, the highlight was the play put 
together by the Balavihar children. The organizers came 
up with a unique idea this year where students from 
each Balavihar class put together a skit which was 
combined into an overall play. Bhajans by some of the 
Balavihar children and Swami Dheerananda’s inspiring 
message concluded the celebrations.  

Swami Dheerananda’s Shastiabdapoorthy 

The CMWRC families got together in May to celebrate 
Swami Dheerananda’s sixtieth birthday. Our beloved 
Swamiji has been the guiding light for CMWRC for the 
past 33 years instilling spiritual values and providing 
guidance and blessings to the families. Swamiji, who is 
an embodiment of Gurudev’s values, has helped the 
center grow from strength to strength. The messages of 
love and gratitude from CMWRC families across multiple 
generations is proof of the transformational impact that 
Swamiji has had on all of us. It also reflected the love 
and respect that he has earned due to his selfless 
dedicated service in taking forward Gurudev’s vision.  

Ramacharitamanas 

Between April 2 and April 10, Chinmayam reverberated 
to the sounds of various musical instruments and the 
melodious chanting of Ramacharitamanas. Families were 
able to meet in-person after 2 years and enjoy the poet-
saint Tulasidas’ composition and get immersed in a 
unique spiritual experience. 

Monthly Grocery Drive 

In order to alleviate the distress caused due to the 
pandemic and in keeping with the spirit of giving back to 
the local community, CMWRC will continue to work with 
local food banks to ensure that the assistance goes to 
the truly needy families. Please review the flyers and 
weekly announcements to get more information on 
details of how you can help and contribute to this noble 
cause. This monthly drive aims to donate a minimum of 
$2500 each month and we appeal to all members to 
contribute towards this noble endeavor.  

Arpanam 

Please refer to the CMWRC website to learn more about 
this exciting new consolidated fundraising initiative. It 
offers the Chinmaya family an opportunity to donate at 
various levels on an on-going basis to support the 
current and future growth of CMWRC. Inspired by 
Gurudev’s message that true loving is not in passive 
taking but in dynamic giving, the program is expected to 
help the mission pay down its debt while also positioning 
it for future growth to continue to spread the spiritual 
message of Vedanta. Donors making an Arpanam pledge 
may fulfill the pledge during the calendar year, and all 
tax-deductible offerings, such as Gita chanting 
registration, membership, Bala Vihar, enrichment, Guru 
Dakshina, event sponsorship, etc. are recognized 
towards the fulfillment of the pledge. 

Please make your pledge today

 

 

 

 

News & Tidbits  
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That Unnecessary Grief  

When a certain Yaksha asked Yudhishtra what the 
greatest surprise of all is, Yudhishtra seems to have 
replied that people think they will live forever, in spite of 
seeing others pass on day after day. Is it because 
everyone knows the essence of this chapter deeply - that 
death is not something to be grieved about? One of the 
beauties in Geeta I have found is that any subject in 
question is expounded exhaustively. The fact of Soul’s 
imperishableness is established from multiple angles. The 
fangs of doubt are treacherous indeed, and the Kalinga 
Narthana Nayaka knows how to bring that into 
submission. The grief we feel after we hear the news that 
somebody has passed on - has to be for ourselves, as we 
are denied the pleasure of interacting with them for a 
while. We cannot grieve for the one who has passed on - 
the indweller - because the indweller cannot die!  That is 
established using logic - all the possibilities resulting in a 
singular fact that - grief is not necessary! This is why some 
cultures celebrate death with festivities. In establishing 
this, the nature of Self is explored - this seems like an 
unsolvable Zen Koan - all the properties we know in this 
finite world are negated. With no beginning and end, nor 
damageable by fire, water, air or weapons, causing 
wonderment but evading understanding, all pervading, 
stable, immovable, ancient - there is not a thing the mind 
can conjure to figure this out. What will happen to the 
mind that seeks this? The reflection on this must bring the 
intellect to a humbling and grinding halt! 

First, the Lord covers the grounds of why Arjuna must 
proceed by using the highest philosophy, pointing us to 
the absolute, the eternal self - which settles the mind and 
frees us from grief. Next, the Lord uses wisdom from the 
relative world in addition to the above - as the above 
wisdom only frees us from the crippling emotion. In order 
to come out and act, one must understand the duty one 
has. If one does not fulfill his duty, that is the formula for 
sin. Even death, when trying to accomplish one’s 
duty opens the doors to heaven - the Kshatriyas thus 
celebrate this as “Veera Swarga”. The contrary, trying to 
live by escaping one’s duty will bring dishonor, which is 
considered worse than death, and if even the people who 
thought highly of one will look down upon, what to say of 
the enemies? This is the relative world experience. A 
bulletproof case is made for Arjuna to go out and perform 

his duty. We need such a strong voice internally to exhibit 
courage, virtue and wisdom in such crippling moments of 
doubt. Chinmaya Mission experience, repeatedly hearing 
Sri Gurudev’s talks and Pujya Swamiji’s words are the 
embodiment of the Lord’s counsel. If we can internalize 
this wisdom, this will become the bright inner light that 
will help us face all the challenging situations. 

Adhinarayan Srinivasan 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

In Shloka 30, Krishna says, "This the indweller, in the body 
of everyone is ever indestructible, O Bharata! Therefore, 
you should not grieve for any beings."  

God, and God alone, has encased himself as the soul in 
the many human beings he has created. And when one 
human being loves another with pure divine love, he sees 
the spirit of God manifesting in that person.  

To demonstrate his spirit nature as soul, distinct from the 
body,  the one God who exists in all bodies appears in one 
form, takes leave of another, reappears in new forms, 
then again disappears. Therefore, it is not the body we 
should love but the immortal spirit within. Those who love 
the body as self rather than as the shadow of the true self 
are unduly grieved because the body must perish. Those 
who love the indwelling spirit hold on to lasting joy 
because they know the soul is immortal; death cannot 
touch it. 

This verse gives me a proper attitude toward life that will 
free me from excessive grief. Loved ones are taken away 
not as a punishment but to teach the law of universal 
love. 

Alok Shastry 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Like many of us in the community, both 2021 and 2022 so 
far have been very difficult. Back in 2004, we had a close 
friend and he represented my family in our marriage. We 
had known their family through interactions from my 
graduate school friend circle. Over the course of time we 
stayed in touch off and on; to be honest, it was more off 
than on as we got busy over children, jobs and other 
responsibilities. He was an extremely jovial and warm  

Gita Chanting Competition 2022 Writing Submissions 
Various Authors 
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person who could light up a room even with his subtle 
presence. So, it was really heart-breaking when the 
gentleman passed away this year and serendipitously I 
was blessed with the opportunity to distribute his ashes 
in a river against whose banks he loved to walk.   

Post that experience, there were a multitude of questions 
that came to mind. Why him? He was such a nice human 
being. If his life brought so much joy, should it not 
continue post his passing. Why isn’t our mind celebrating 
the times we had together rather than the times we 
won’t, at least not physically. Why does looking at his 
picture bring sadness in our hearts rather than oodles of 
joys over his actions and ever ebullient personality. 

Juxtaposed with that, one’s mind instantly takes us to the 
battlefield that is our lives. And there is no greater 
battlefield than the one in which Nara and Narayana are 
both present. Perhaps our hero archer was similarly 
looking at his relatives who were physically alive at the 
time and thinking of their impending passing after the 
battle. And how life would be extremely difficult for him, 
especially when their actions and blessings have always 
served as guard rails in his life. It is probably for these 
times Lord Krishna says in verse 27, that for those who are 
born, they are bound to die and one should not grieve 
over the inevitable. 

We all feel that how are we not supposed to feel 
aggrieved at a loss of this nature. After all, that individual 
in concern has been a part of our lives. We have spoken, 
shaken hands, shared journeys and tribulations of our 
existence with them. It almost feels like something which 
is indeed quite easy to say but extremely difficult if not 
impossible to do. Our mind and intellect feel almost 
intoxicated with identifying the individual with the 
exchanges we have had with him or her who passed. 

Perhaps, understanding our inebriated state, the Lord 
compassionately indicates in verses 28 and 30 that we 
were unmanifest in the beginning and in the end. And the 
physical representation of the self that we saw was a 
mere reflection of the self. And this indwelling self is 
indestructible and there is no birth or death for that self. 
Perhaps the self is also a reference to the moments we 
spend with our loved ones, the discussions and 
disagreements we have had, the love we felt and the grief 
we felt. All of these beautiful experiences are timeless and 
are indeed eternal, something that can never be lost as 
they are an unbreakable part of us. 

Amit Mukherjee 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

जातस्य हि ध्रुवो मतृ्युध्रुुवं जन्म मतृस्य च । 

तस्मादपरििायेऽर्थे न त्वं शोचचतुमिुसि ॥ २-२७॥ 

jātasya hi dhruvo mṛtyurdhruvaṃ janma mṛtasya ca 

tasmādaparihārye’rthe na tvaṃ śocitumarhasi 

jātasya = of one who has taken his birth; hi = certainly; 
dhruvaḥ = a fact; mṛtyuḥ = death; dhruvaṃ = it is also a 
fact; janma = birth; mṛtasya = of the dead; ca = also; 
tasmāt = therefore; aparihārye = of that which is 
unavoidable; arthe = in the matter; na = do not; tvaṃ = 
you; śocituṃ = to lament; arhasi = deserve.; 

Indeed, certain is death for the born, and certain is birth 
for the dead; therefore, over the inevitable, you should not 
grieve. 

I wonder how the cycle of birth and death occurs to all the 
living beings in this Universe. Whoever takes birth in the 
world has to perform his/her own duties and then will be 
taken away by the death back to God again for a rebirth 
and this cycle continues. This is the Universal truth and is 
applicable to all the living things. The only thing that 
differs from person to person is the time of the birth and 
the death. So, one should understand the fact that the life 
that he undergoes with ups and downs are all based on 
his karma. There is no point in lamenting over the 
unavoidable. We cannot escape from our duties and 
responsibilities. We should always believe in the Lord. 
Without him life and Earth itself would not exist. Grieving 
over the inevitable is not going to be a remedy for 
anything. We should all pray to God to and count our 
blessings for making all of us part of this beautiful world. 
And this is making me think how magnanimous and 
powerful the creator is!!!! 

Hari Om!  

Avinash Venkatesh 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Reflections from Chapter 2nd verse 19-36. 

In chapter two, Lord Shri Krishna explains to Arjuna that 
the Self (consciousness, Atman) does not die or is born. It 
is just the body which is born with all the vasanas get into 
the unbreakable cycle of birth and death. The body is 
prone to different changes of birth, existence, growth 
decay, disease, and death. But the Aatma (Self) is unborn, 
eternal, birthless and deathless.  
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We are given a body to experience and exhaust the 
vasanas. Once the vasanas are exhausted the aatma 
leaves the body and is ready for a new one. Just as when 
we play tennis, we wear tennis appropriate clothes once 
we are done playing, we change into our clothes suitable 
for the next occasion. And that only the wearer knows 
when to discard the current clothes to a new one. That 
explains the doctrine of Incarnation.  

Aatma is all Pervasive, unthinkable, immutable, 
unmanifested and unchangeable. And that is the 
ULTIMATE TRUTH. As the things in the space gets burn or 
gets wet, but the space remains the same, similarly, the 
aatma cannot be burned or can get wet, its’ the body that 
gets affected by the materialist forces. 

Law of causation: the world of the effect arises from the 
world of the cause. To project from the unmanifested to 
the manifested is the program of creation of things. The 
beautiful example is of the seed. We cannot see the whole 
tree in the seed but once the tree grows, we know that 
the small seed had all the characteristics to make that a 
tree. That is what we call law of cause and effect or 
causation. The seed is the cause (unmanifested) and the 
tree is the effect (manifested).  

Understanding the Eternal nature of the soul and the 
finite nature of the body. True knowledge is 
understanding that he is the “Soul in the body” and not 
the “Body in the soul.” 

Dharma: The law of Being and realizing the “Personal call 
of character (Swa-dharma)”: We are born to achieve one 
great purpose in life, which is to exhaust the bundle of 
vasnas which we brought from previous births. One 
should be true to oneself, while fulfilling the duties and 
exhaust the accumulated previous and existing vasnas. 
One should not run away from their duties. As a daughter, 
daughter-in-law, wife, mother, friend, I have realized my 
vasnas and I try to exhaust them while playing the above 
roles by understanding the vasnas (samskaras, that my 
soul accumulated over lifetimes) and work on it with tools 
like thought manifestation and meditation.  

Neetu Gupta 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

वासाांसस जीर्ाानि यथा ववहाय 

िवानि गृह्र्ानि िरोऽपराणर् | 

िथा शरीराणर् ववहाय जीर्ाा 
न्यन्यानि सांयानि िवानि देही || 22|| 

vāsāmsi jīrṇāni yathā vihāya 
navāni gṛihṇāti naro ’parāṇi 
tathā śharīrāṇi vihāya jīrṇānya 
nyāni sanyāti navāni dehī 

vasamsi—garments; jirnani—old and worn out; yatha—
as it is; vihaya—giving up; navani—new garments; 
grhnati—does accept; narah—a man; aparani—other; 
tatha—in the same way; sarirani—bodies; vihaya—giving 
up; jirnani—old and useless; anyani—different; samyati—
verily accepts; navani—new sets; dehi—the embodied. 

Just as a person casts off worn-out clothes and puts on 
new ones, so too the embodied-Self casts off Its worn-out 
bodies and enters other new bodies. 

Continuing to analyze the soul’s nature, Lord Krishna 
capitulates the conceptualization of rebirth. When 
garments become torn and useless, we discard them in 
favor of new ones, but in doing so we do not change 
ourselves. In the same way, the soul remains unchanged 
when it discards its worn-out bodies. If you observe a little 
baby, you will find that it is sometimes happy, sad, and 
fearful. The little baby is remembering its past life a hence 
is experiencing these emotions. Besides, the processes of 
death and birth are also so painful to the soul that they 
erase a substantial portion of the past life’s memories. 
Without accepting the concept of rebirth, the inequality 
between human beings becomes inexplicable and 
irrational. For example, let us suppose one man is blind 
and deaf from birth. If that person asks why he was 
punished in this way, what logical answer can be given to 
him that also backs it up with evidence? If we say it was a 
result of his karmas, he may argue that the present life is 
the only life he has, and therefore, there are no past 
karmas at the time of birth that should bother him. If we 
say it was the will of God, it would also seem unbelievable, 
since God is all-merciful and would not unnecessarily 
want anyone to be blind and deaf. The only explanation is 
that the person was born blind as a consequence of 
karmas from past lives. These are some examples of 
getting out of worn-out clothes and putting on new ones.  

Ramanathan Venkatesh 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Nihilism and its Pitfalls in Relation to the Gita 
 
I, like many of my generation, had a tendency to doubt 
and question religion. In this age in which everything is 
science-based and pragmatic in nature, we tend to lose 
sight of other ideologies. I learned how to value the ideas 
of not just one ideology, but rather many. I am of the 
belief that every ideology has something to learn from it, 
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be it as a cautionary tale or simply a moral lesson. The 
Gita, an organized Hindu text, tackles many topics and 
covers a wide variety of themes, also tends to categorize 
these themes. A common thread I myself noticed is this 
idea throughout Chapter 2 that talks about the physical, 
mental, intellectual, and most importantly, how fickle 
they all are. These three, the body, mind, and intellect are 
the antithesis of consistency. They live up to this idea that 
“change is the only constant” which I think is very true for 
this world of Maya. The very nature of this Maya and this 
world is inherently volatile and ever-changing. Once this 
realization occurs, it is very difficult to come to the 
conclusion of what really is the point. If everything is 
everchanging and nothing truly matters, what is the 
point? This is an often nihilistic approach to life that 
people come to on their path of realization, this is where 
the true self comes in. Chapter 2 Verse 24 talks about in 
which it says “This Self cannot be cut, nor burnt, nor wet, 
nor dried up. It is Eternal, All-Pervading, Stable, 
Immovable and Ancient” further articulating how though 
everything else is everchanging, the self is the 
representative of permanence, unwavering in its nature. 
This idea of the self being the only thing of true 
permanence is exemplified in Verse 22. This idea of the 
self can be a hard one to accept, to accept that everything 
we perceive is simply false and that this is the one true 
self. The place where the nihilistic philosophy that I stated 
previously fails, is that it does not attempt to see past the 
Maya. People have the pitfall of quitting too early and 
that is where many philosophies stem from, the true 
nature of our self being the lack of an “I” and the lack of 
Maya, is the true goal that many lose sight of. This is 
especially meaningful to me as I was one of these 
individuals who fell into the pitfall of nihilism and I think 
it is especially important to focus on what lies ahead, not 
only for yourself but also to educate others on the many 
branches which all lead to one tree.  

Sahaj K 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The first time I ever sat in a Bhagavad Gita discourse was 
Swamiji's December Jnana Yajna in 2013. On day 3 of the 
Yajna, my parents suggested to me that I should skip the 
childcare program and try sitting in on the discourse. I 
figured why not and decided to listen to Swamiji. 

I distinctly remember one specific verse from that day, 
more so than any verse taught to me: Chapter 2, Verse 29. 

āś-carya-vat-paś-ya-ti kaś-ci-de-nam 

āś-carya-vad-va-da-ti ta-thai-va cān-yaḥ । 

āś-carya-vac-cai-nam-an-yaḥ śṛ-ṇo-ti 

śrut-vāp-ye-naṃ veda na ca-iva kaś-cit ॥ 29 ॥ 

In this verse, Shri Krishna describes the wonderment of 
the soul: "One sees This as a wonder, another speaks of 
This as a wonder, another hears of This as a wonder; yet, 
having heard, none understands This at all!" 

This verse is relatively simple. No matter how the concept 
of the true atman is explained or taught, we do not 
understand it. When we attempt to perceive This from a 
place of ignorance, it becomes an intellectual pursuit. 
Understanding the true self is not something that comes 
from reading or listening, or any intellectual means. 
Understanding the true self comes from reflection, 
meditation, and realization. One day, we will experience 
the wonderment of the true self. 

This verse stuck with me, in part because of the simplicity 
of the verse, but mostly because of the way Swamiji 
described it. Swamiji spent time describing the 
astonishment that is associated with the word aścarya. 
He described the emotions with such enthusiasm and 
energy, it was as if I was describing my love for a Star Wars 
movie.  

As Gurudev describes it, "wonder [...] has the capability to 
black out [...] all cognitions. The individual [...] forgets 
himself and becomes [...] one with the very emotion." 
This wonderment sounded addicting and desirous; why 
wouldn't I want to feel the sense of euphoria and 
complete and total bliss? 

This one verse still stays with me and is one I think about 
very often. As a filmmaker, one who tries to immerse a 
viewer in a visual and auditory experience, I hope to leave 
them with that sense of wonderment through 
storytelling. Astonishment is an amazing experience and 
emotion.  

Srijay K 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

jā-tas-ya hi dhru-vo mṛt-yuḥ 

dhru-vaṃ jan-ma mṛt-asya ca । 
tas-mā-da-pa-ri-hār-ye'r-the 

na tvaṃ śo-ci-tum-ar-ha-si ॥ 27 ॥ 

I have chosen to reflect on Verse 27 in Chapter 2 of the 
Bhagavad Gita. The literal English translation of this verse 
is: Indeed, certain is death for the born, and certain is 
birth for the dead; therefore, over the inevitable, you 
should not grieve. It is a known fact that any life being, 
whether plant, animal, or human is bound to attain death. 
However, many of us are reluctant to accept this fact as 
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the end seems like a permanent end. It seems as if there 
will be no new life or journey for the soul to go on after 
this physical body’s end. The context of this verse in the 
Bhagavad Gita relates to Arjuna’s similar reluctance to 
accept the death of his family and those close to him, as 
they were on the side of the Kauravas during the war, and 
he knew their death would occur. Although Arjuna is a 
strong and skilled warrior, he still has weak traits that 
most humans of this day have. The embodied self, as 
referred to in previous verses, is eternal and remains 
unchanged even when the body changes, from youth to 
old age, it remains the same. Knowing this, when death 
inevitably comes, it is important to realize that the true 
self is not dead, but simply the body. While chanting the 
Gita verses this year and analyzing the associated 
commentary, I found this verse to be particularly 
fascinating, as death has always seemed like a thing to 
fear. It seemed like something that I could control; if I was 
safe and didn’t do X and Y, I could delay its occurrence. 
However, this verse implies that death is certain for one 
who is born, and such a natural process cannot be avoided 
and shouldn’t be feared. Although death will always be 
fear inducing, at least to some extent, it is easier to live 
life intentionally without worrying about external 
pleasures knowing that the true self that stays with us 
forever and is not affected by the outside world.  

Sumedha Shastry 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
Sankhya Yoga is the focal point of Chapter 2 in the 
Bhagavad Gita. In verse 27, Lord Sri Kirshna introduces 
another aspect to his argument about how life is a 
constant cycle of birth and death. For everything that is 
born, death is certain. In the first part of the verse, Sri 
Krishna states that birth eventually leads to death, and 
death results in rebirth. As this process is “apariharye” or 
inevitable, the second part of the verse expresses how 
one should not grieve in this situation. We can visualize 
this cycle with carrion animals. The animal is born and 
inevitably will die. Once it dies, it decays into the soil but 

is born again to provide nutrients and sustain the plants 
and flowers within the soil. One does not need to grieve 
over the animal’s death as it has reincarnated in another 
form. Reflecting on this verse, I do agree that the meaning 
of the verse connects with the body and the Self (Atma). 
However, I also believe that this verse can have another 
approach and apply to my life in other forms. In matters 
of friendships with certain people and opportunities, they 
at times come and go. People may not die in a literal 
sense, but my relationship with them might. I should not 
grieve over that loss because my friendships will rebirth 
in a different form with different people. Opportunities 
also come and go and it is crucial that I do not dwell over 
the loss of certain experiences, and look forward to the 
new opportunities that will appear in my life. I must 
accept any sort of physical and nonphysical loss by 
acknowledging the inevitable process of birth and death.  

Tanirika Choudhry 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Hari Om, 

With Gurudev’s grace and Swamiji’s blessings, I made an 
attempt to reflect on the following verses, 

 

vāsāṃsi jīrṇāni yathā vihāya 
navāni gṛhṇāti naro’parāṇi 
tathā śarīrāṇi vihāya jīrṇā- 
nyanyāni saṃyāti navāni dehī ||2-22|| 

Just as a person casts off worn -out clothes and puts on 
new ones, so too the embodies-self casts off worn-out 
bodies and enters other new bodies. 

jātasya hi dhruvo mṛtyurdhruvaṃ janma mṛtasya ca 
tasmādaparihārye’rthe na tvaṃ śocitumarhasi ||2-27|| 

Indeed, certain is death for the born, and certain is birth 
for the dead; therefore, over the inevitable, you should not 
grieve. 

We all hope to live in a perfect world, wherein everyone 
is happy and healthy and may no one suffer.  We may 
wonder if it is possible, yes, indeed it is possible if we 
reflect on Bhagavat Geeta chapter 2 verses 22 and 27. We 
celebrate the birth of a child, but we mourn at the loss of 
a dear one. We may learn to accept both events gracefully 
if we understand the fact that the changeless is the 
substratum (divine life) and everchanging birth and death 
appear and disappear on the changeless substratum. To 
understand better, our gurus have given beautiful 
examples; birth is possible only when there is death and 
vice versa (scientifically in the modern world, we may call 
it, “As per The first law of thermodynamics”, also known 
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as Law of Conservation of Energy, states that energy can 
neither be created nor destroyed; energy can only be 
transferred or changed from one form to another),  future 
comes only when there is past, we go up the ladder only 
when we leave our foot off from the lower rung of the 
ladder, we can move forward only if we let our foot go off 
the previous step. When we outgrow from old clothes, we 
look forward to new clothes and we have no attachment 
to the old clothes, similarly we must develop the same 
attitude towards our ever-changing body, develop no 
attachment.  Reflecting on the above verses constantly 
will help us stay strong with whatever situations we may 
have to face in life. 

Hari Om, 

Udaya Kyasa 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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ॐ 

Swamins, Brahmacharins and Members of Chinmaya Mission Worldwide  

Hari Om!  

Greetings from Shri Adi Shankara Nilayam! 

Today, in the hallowed and sanctified confines of Param Guru Adi Shankaracharya’s birthplace, in Chinmaya 
International Foundation, one Brahmachari (in white robes) and one Brahmacharini (in plain clothes) were given 
Brahmacharya Deeksha. They changed the colour of their robes to yellow and dedicated themselves to spreading Pujya 
Gurudev’s message. I am happy to announce their new names:  

Sumedha Kulkarni – Brni. Taarini Chaitanya (CIF, Veliyanad, Kerala) – 16th Batch of Vedanta Course, Sandeepany 
Sadhanalaya, Mumbai 

Br Nilesh – Br. Archit Chaitanya (CM Mulund, Maharashtra) – 15th Batch of Vedanta Course, Sandeepany Sadhanalaya, 
Mumbai 

A small video of the announcement of their new names can be viewed on Chinmaya Channel (YouTube) with this 
link: https://youtu.be/9MIFtHmt1QU 

 
I invoke the Grace and Blessings of Shri Adi Shankaracharya and Pujya Gurudev on both of them on this sacred journey. 

Love, 

At His Feet,  

Swaroopananda 

 

Brahmacharya Deeksha 

by Swami Swaroopananda 
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Editor’s Note: With the grace and blessings of Swami 
Dheeranandaji, this is a series of reflections on 
Narayaneeyam, a devotional composition by Melpathur 
Narayana Bhattathiripad, containing the essence of 
Srimad Bhagawatham. This series borrows from the 
spiritual significance and connotation explained by Sri S.N. 
Sastry in his commentary on Narayaneeyam. 

Narayaneeyam  

 

Om Ganeshaya Namaha. Om Saraswatyai Namaha. Om 
Shri Gurubhyo Namaha.  

This Dashaka is chanted primarily in the Vritti metre. 
Specific verses are chanted in a different metre 
(indicated) which is another feature of this composition. 
Interested readers may reference the website  
https://www.prapatti.com/categories/naaraayaniiyam.p
hp where the audio version and transliteration of the 

various Dashakas are available online. Please note that 
there are various popular methods of reciting these 
beautiful Shlokas and there may be slight variations in the 
metre used. The author wishes to acknowledge 
stotranidhi.com for the Roman transliteration of the 
verses.  

In the eleventh Dashaka, the poet described the curse on 
Jaya and Vijaya and how they were born as sons to Diti. 
The poet also described how the earth was submerged 
under the ocean by Hiranyaksha.  

In the twelfth Dashaka, the poet describes the incarnation 
of Lord Vishnu as the boar (the Varaha Avatar) and how 
the Lord rescues the earth from under the ocean.  

 

 

In the Puranas, Swayambhu Manu is the first human being 
and an earlier Dashaka described how Lord Brahma had 
delegated the task of pro-creation to Manu and 
Shatarupa. Accordingly, Manu was engaged in the task of 
creation. When Hiranyaksha submerged the ocean, Manu 
was unable to continue his designated duty and 
approached Lord Brahma, accompanied by sages, to pray 
for relief. Lord Brahma was constantly serving the Lotus 
feet of the Lord. Manu approaching Lord Brahma is 
described in the first verse.  

The second verse describes Manu’s prayer to Lord 
Brahma in which he requests Lord Brahma to provide an 
abode for all the created beings. Lord Brahma, in turn, 
contemplated on the Lord’s lotus feet seeking a solution 
to this problem.  

Reflections on Narayaneeyam – Dasaka 12– The Boar Incarnation 

Kodanate Lakshmanan 

B 
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In the third verse, the poet describes the incarnation of 
Lord Vishnu as the boar. Lord Brahma prays sincerely to 
Lord Vishnu describing how Lord Brahma had drunk all 
the water during the time of the initial creation but now 
the demon Hiranyaksha had submerged the earth again 
in the water. In response to his sincere prayer, Lord 
Vishnu takes the form of a tiny boar and appears out of 
Lord Brahma’s nostril. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The fourth verse describes how the tiny boar (only the 
size of a thumb) that appeared out of Lord Brahma’s 
nostril grows into the size of an elephant. Seeing this huge 
form, Lord Brahma and his sons were wonderstruck at this 
phenomenon and sudden appearance of the Lord.  

In the fifth verse, Lord Brahma’s thoughts are described 
well by the poet. He is thinking whether this boar that has 
emanated from my nostril could indeed be the Maya of 
the invincible Lord. Even as Lord Brahma was thus 
immersed in thought, the boar became as large as a 
mountain and emitted a terrifying roar which 
reverberated across the worlds.  

The sixth verse describes the delighted reaction from the 
sages in the various worlds such as the Jana loka, Tapa 
loka and Satya loka. They praised the Lord effusively 
recognizing his incarnation for the welfare of the world. 
Determined to rescue the earth, which was submerged in 
the ocean, the Lord was pleased with their praise and 
jumped into the ocean assuming a huge form and roaring 
loudly again.  
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In the seventh verse, the poet uses all his skills and creates 
a word picture to describe the Lord’s form. The Lord’s 
wrath is captured poetically with the description of his 
dark red hair standing erect and shaking with rage. The 
Lord’s tail was lifted up, His fierce snout was pointing 
downwards, and His eyes were rolling with anger.  

The eighth verse describes the Lord’s search for the earth 
which was hidden in the waters. The waters were full of 
crocodiles and whales moving about in the turbulent 
waters. The frightening roar of the Lord shook the 
inhabitants of the nether regions in which the earth was 
submerged.  

The ninth verse goes on to describe the ease with which 
the Lord in the form of the wild boar (Varaha) goes on to 
pick up the earth at the tip of his tusk and rescues it, all 
while ignoring the Asuras who were trying to rush 
towards the Lord and disrupt Him.   

 

 

 

 

In the concluding verse of this Dashaka, the poet 
summarizes the contents of the Dashaka and reiterates 
the Lord emerged in the form of a boar and rescued the 
earth. He prays to the Lord to save him from ailments.   

The story described in this Dashaka has a deeper 
philosophical meaning. The earth representing 
Sattvaguna, is subdued by the Asura, representing 
Rajoguna. The sincere devotee will develop the power in 
himself or herself (represented by the boar appearing in 
Lord Brahma’s nostril) to overcome Rajoguna.  

The next Dashaka will describe the fight between the Lord 
and Hiranyaksha and the slaying of Hiranyaksha.  

To Be Continued 
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Editor’s Note: We are pleased to introduce this series of 
articles by Sitaramji, excerpts of poetry by Swami 
Tapovanam.  

 Source: Sri Ganga Stotram (Hymn to Ganga) by Swami 
Tapovanam 

Commentary by Swami Chinmayananda 

Source:  Pujya Guruji, Swami Tejomayananda, discourse 
on this work.  Discourse available on ChinmayaClix 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Param Pujya Gurudev, Swami Tapovanam, nurtured his 
disciple, Swami Chinmayananda on the banks of River 
Ganga at Uttar Kashi and Gangotri. Tapovanji himself 
‘wandered’ across Himalayan peaks, traversing the 
glaciers, streams, rivers, and mountain peaks to include 
such places of lore as Mount Kailas, Char Dham (Gangotri, 
Yamunotri, Kedarnath and Badrinath), Sri Sarada temple, 
Amarnath and Vaishnavi Devi temples in Kashmir, and so 
on. His journey prior to becoming a sannyasi took him to 
Kolkota, Kashi, Haridwar and Rishikesh. In other words, he 
traveled to the source of Ganga in Goumukh glacier as 
well to various locations where the river journey down 
the mountains to the plains, onwards to Bengal. In this 
composition, he invokes Mother Ganga as a divine 
mother and the supreme Self, and expresses the 
manifestation of the divine beauty and divinity indicated 
in the Upanishads. In this work he exalts Ganga and 
Gangotri, and it also serves as his teaching of Upanishads 
to us.  

Altogther there are 125 verses in 5 sections of 25 verses 
each. In the following series, we will excerpt 5-10 verses, 
with meanings and highlights from Sri Gurudev’s 
commentary, and further elaboration in discourse by 
Guruji, Swami Tejomayananda (Note: Guruji discourse 
video is available on Chinmaya Clix).  

Section 2 of 5; Verses 21 - 25  

 

If Kapila is “all-knowing”, how can we say Kanada is not 
equally so; what is the proof? This is the nature of 
arguments – say those, who are experts in discussions. 

Kapila Rishi gave us Sankhya philosophy, and Kanada Rishi 
propounded the philosophy of Vaisheshika. Holding one 
Rishi’s statements to be true and not the other master, 
doesn’t establish anything. The words of masters can 
open up our vision into some larger field of 
understanding, but the truth has to be ascertained by 
each one of us, by ourselves. 

 

O Mother Bhageerathi!   
Maharshi Vyasa has clearly declared that to know Thy 
Real Nature, the only means is the study of the 
scriptures. 
Yet, wise men successfully thrive to realize the Truth also 
through their purified thoughts (intellect). 
 
In the Brahmasutra, Sri Vyasa Bhagawan declares and 
emphasizes the need of the study of the scriptures.  The 
deeper enquiries into the subtler suggestions, treasured 
in the simple looking profound statement of the 
Upanishad Rishis, alone can reveal to the seekers the 

Swami Tapovanam Poetry: Hymn of Ganga - 10(Excerpts) 

Sitaram Kowtha 
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Divine Essence behind the play of the creation.  So insists 
Vyasa. 
 
Yet, says the poet, with Thy grace, when an enquirer’s 
intellect is purified, when he gains the ability to think with 
a steady concentration and deep penetration, he comes 
to apprehend the Spiritual Center within himself.  This is 
to explain the strange phenomenon of Masters who have 
reached the highest state of Self-Realization even though 
they were illiterate and uneducated.  It being one’s own 
nature, no special knowledge is necessary for those who 
ar satvik minded, and those whose thoughts are not 
outgoing. 

 

O Mother-Reality! O Bhave! 

O Divine Beauty and grace! O Bhava-Preshtha-Tamae! 

A sharpened intellect, simple purity in thought, and a 
knowledge of Thy Secret Essence –  

In gaining these, the only means are Thy Grace and 
Kindness alone. 

Subjective beauties such as a brilliant intellect, pure 
thoughts, and a clear intuitive understanding of the 
Secret Essence in Bhageerathi – all these cannot be gained 
by efforts only.  Should we find these qualities and 
abilities in profusion in any rare seeker, we must conclude 
that it is because of Thy Grace showered upon the chosen 
one in Thy Compassion Divine. 

 

Amidst the confusing roars of different opinions on Truth; 

Endless arguments in philosophy; 

Inexhaustible controversies between theists and atheists 
–Who will not get flabbergastered… 

Unless he is one who has whole-hearted devotion for Thy 
Lotus Feet? 

Erudite scholars, entering into the field of discussions on 
the Transcendental Truth, on their purely intellectual 
levels must arrive at different conclusions, and each one 
of them will most vehemently assert and forcefully 
declare his individual opinion. 

Amidst the din and roar of intellectual battles, the Reality 
gets veiled and overlooked.  To grasp the intimate 
Essence of the Universe, one must have a heart and a 
head tempered and sharpened by totally dedicated 
devotion unto Thy Lotus Feet.  The head-heart alloy is 
prepared only in the warmth of devotion to the Supreme, 
and the great strain in the early flights of meditation can 
be borne only by this special personality-alloy. 
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O Angelic Mother Supreme! O Ambike! 

Thy lotus-feet alone are my refuge! 

I depend upon nothing else! 

May Thy Grace flow into me! 

I believe that to reach the trans-mental experience of Thy 
Glory Divine, 

Whole-hearted devotion to Thy Sacred Feet alone is the 
only means. 

In the concluding stanza of the 2nd section (stabaka – 
bunch of flowers), Gurudev, Sri Swami Tapovanam, is 
demonstrating the mental attitude that is the true 
devotion.  Total surrender is the essence of whole-
hearted devotion.  In such an attitude of deep reverence, 
built upon true and broad understanding alone, can faith 
lift its majesty and spread its glory in the human heart. 

To Be Continued 
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ॐ 

Swamins, Brahmacharins and Members of Chinmaya Mission Worldwide  

Dear All, 
Hari Om! 

It is with a heavy heart that I inform you that Shri Pranjiwan Lodhia, a long-time and loving devotee of Pujya Gurudev 
of many decades, attained His lotus feet on 16 April 2022, at 8 PM San Jose time (17 April 2022 at 8.30 AM IST), at age 
78.   
 
Pujya Gurudev appointed Pranji (as he was fondly called) as a Chinmaya Mission West (CMW) board member in 1981. 
Since then and until September 2021, he served as the Treasurer and a Director of CMW. Other than that, he served 
on the boards of several CMW Centres, including Chinmaya Mission San Jose. 

An efficient worker, Pranji will be fondly remembered for his friendly demeanor and readiness to lend a hand wherever 
and whenever required. 

We offer prayers to grant strength to his family in this hour of loss. Pranji remains now ever at the feet of Pujya 
Gurudev. 

At His Feet, 

Swami Swaroopananda 

 

 

Shri Pranjiwan Lodhia 

 

Shraddhanjali 
Shri Pranjiwan Lodhia  
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If the mind is filled with sattva, the other 
two gunas perish by themselves. 
 
 
 
Desire and anger, and their numberless 
children of sin and sorrow, breed in the 
marshy lands of our own deluded intellect. 
To remain under their sway is ignorance. To 
rule over them is perfection 
 
 
Plan out your work. Then work out your plan. 
The former without the latter is a sheer 
waste. The latter without the former is 
mere unproductive confusion. 
 

[Editor’s Note: Continuing the series of inspiring 
quotes from Gurudev sourced from the weekly 
Chinmayam announcements]. 
 
 
 
 
It is easy to develop the intellect, but it is 
difficult to develop the heart. 
 
 
Running away from life is not the way to 
reach the highest goal of evolution. 
 
 
Conquest of desire is Kaivalya - the highest 
goal of man. 
 

 

 The greatness in an ideology is not, in 
fact, in the ideology; but it is, in the 
subject which lives that ideology. 
 
 
We may often give without love, but we can 
never love without giving. 
 
 
 
If money does not bring happiness, Give it 
back. 

 
 
 

Gurudev Uvacha 
Inspiring Quotes from Pujya Gurudev Chinmayananda 


